
Features 

For a moving experience like never before — shot free-style 

Detaching the camera from the controller makes for a more advanced free-style camera. 
We significantly upped its potential with new picture quality, functions and ease of use. A 
lineup packed with options for a variety of activities. Spreading the fun of the outdoors all 
the more. 

The pursuit of camera performance perfect for outdoor use 

To raise its performance in outdoor scenes, we’ve increased overall camera performance 
significantly. With a new engine and lenses, and the high-speed and sensing technologies 
they’ve unleashed, we’ve produced a camera that’s comfortable outdoors and shoots in 
high-resolution. 

With enhanced interval shooting and camera-shake 
stabilization for shooting videos, it’s more fun to shoot hands-
free and while doing something else 

Our high-speed and sensing technologies produce interval shooting with little blur, even 
when walking. Capable of shooting automatically at set intervals for photographs and 
movies that sizzle. 
And the camera provides a high level of stabilization in 3-axis for shake that occurs when 
moved while shooting a movie. 

[ Highlight Movie ] Automatically creates full-scale movie 
footage 

Automatically creates a movie from the still or video footage you shoot. The camera 
automatically selects the best contents using our unique algorithms that incorporate editing 
techniques of professional movie creators. So you can look back on your memorable 
experiences via a digest in story format. 

Packed with functions that increase the breadth of outdoors 
scenes you can shoot 

Landscapes and people are a given, but you can also shoot morning, noon or night in high 
resolution — however difficult the conditions, such as backlighting or in the dark. You can 
capture various scenes clean and clear, without making difficult settings. 

F2.8, 16mm*super wide-angle lens for shooting wide scenes 

Its super wide-angle 16mm*lens shoots over a wide range with little distortion. With the 
magnificent outdoors as your backdrop, enjoy your selfies — alone or with friends — turning 
out just as you wanted. 
*35mm film equivalent. 

[ EXILIM Auto Transfer ] Auto send images to your smartphone 
at the press of a shutter button 



 

 

 

You can “Auto Send” captured images to your smartphone simply by taking pictures as you 
usually do. Your images are sent directly to your smartphone, even when it’s tucked away in 
your bag. 
*May not be possible depending on the communications environment or the smartphone model to be 
connected. 

 

* Requires installation of smartphone specific app “EXILIM Connect”. 
* Bluetooth® low energy compatible smartphone required. 

 
EXILIM Connect User Guide 

Toughness that takes on the hard conditions outdoors 

Super strong materials and construction produce a toughness you can use in the rough 
outdoors. Packed with protections from the environment, tough against impacts, water, dust 
and the cold, so you can use it whatever the scene. 
· Bluetooth® word mark and logo are registered trademarks of Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of these marks 
by CASIO COMPUTER CO., LTD. is under license. All other trademarks and trade names are the property of 
their respective owners. 
· “The Wi-Fi CERTIFIED Logo is a certification mark of the Wi-Fi Alliance.” should be used in addition to the 
appropriate notice symbol to indicate that the Wi-Fi Alliance owns the Logo. 
· iPhone is a trademark of Apple Inc. registered in the United States and other countries. 
· App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc. 
· IOS is a trademark or registered trademark of Cisco Systems, Inc. registered in the United States. 
· Google PLAY is a trademark of Google Inc. 
· Android is a registered trademark of Google Inc. 
All images shown here are simulations for explanatory purposes only. 
Actual images may appear different from those shown here. Designs and specifications are subject to change 
without notice. 
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